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Abstract
A constitutive model is developed for the non!linear switching of ferroelectric polycrystals
under a combination of mechanical stress and electric _eld[ It is envisaged that the polycrystal
consists of a set of bonded crystals and that each crystal comprises a set of distinct crystal
variants[ Within each crystal the switching event\ which converts one crystal variant into
another\ gives rise to a progressive change in remanent strain and polarisation and to a change
in the average linear electromechanical properties[ It is further assumed that switching is
resisted by the dissipative motion of domain walls[ The constitutive model for the progressive
switching of each crystal draws upon elasticÐplastic crystal plasticity theory\ and a prescription
is given for the tangent moduli of the crystal\ for any assumed set of potentially active
transformation systems[ A self!consistent analysis is used to estimate the macroscopic response
of tetragonal crystals "representative of lead titanate# under a variety of loading paths[ Also\
the evolution of the {switching surface| in stress!electric _eld space is calculated[ Many of the
qualitative features of ferroelectric switching\ such as butter~y hysteresis loops\ are predicted
by the analysis[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[
Keywords] A[ Twinning^ B[ Crystal plasticity^ Ferroelectric switching

0[ Introduction
Ferroelectrics are piezoelectric materials with the ability to switch their polarisation
direction under an applied electric or mechanical _eld "Ja}e et al[\ 0860^ Lines and
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Glass\ 0866#[ A robust constitutive model that captures ferroelectric switching is
desirable in order to guide the processing and development of ferroelectrics and for
use in the design of ferroelectric devices[ The aim of this paper is to develop a non!
linear constitutive law for the switching of ferroelectrics\ using an approach similar
to that of crystal plasticity theory[
Polycrystalline ferroelectric ceramics are commonly used for acoustic sensors\ such
as hydrophones "Newnham et al[\ 0889#[ Other uses include actuators for vibration
and noise suppression\ for aerofoil control surfaces and for the end e}ectors of
robots "Ghandi and Thompson\ 0881#[ Some of these devices have complicated
con_gurations\ such as multilayer stacks or interdigitated electrodes[ The initial pat!
tern of polarisation in these components is impossible to predict from simple analysis[
High stress and high _eld areas exist within the ceramic at geometric discontinuities
such as corners and the tips of electrodes[ Such regions are troublesome as they can
lead to delaminations of the electrodes and to fatigue cracking and failure of the
device "Winzer et al[\ 0889^ Pepin and Boyland\ 0878#[ Furthermore\ stresses generated
during operation can cause depolarisation and therefore make the material ine}ective
for actuation[ This makes it di.cult to design such a device to achieve the required
actuation motions and forces except by trial and error[ These considerations indicate
that a non!linear constitutive law is needed for the improved design of ferroelectric
devices[ With such a constitutive law\ calculations could be carried out to predict the
polarisation and piezoelectric responses of practical devices[
The most widely used ferroelectrics are barium titanate\ lead zirconate titanate
"PZT# and lead lanthanum zirconate titanate "PLZT#\ which have perovskite!type
structures[ In the paraelectric "i[e[ non!ferroelectric# state\ the unit cell for these
perovskites is cubic[ A typical example for lead titanate is shown in Fig[ 0"a#[ Below
a critical temperature Tc\ called the Curie temperature\ the unit cell is non!cubic and
the material is piezoelectric and ferroelectric[ The example shown in Fig[ 0"a# involves
a tetragonal unit cell below the Curie temperature[ Although other crystallographic

Fig[ 0[ "a# Transformation from the cubic to the tetragonal unit cell of lead titanate at the Curie temperature^
"b# twinning of tetragonal lead titanate under stress or electric _eld[
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structures\ such as rhombohedral\ do arise "Lines and Glass\ 0866# we will focus on
materials which are tetragonal in the ferroelectric state[ In the tetragonal unit cell\ a
dipole moment of the charge distribution exists\ such that the mean centres of ions of
opposite charge do not coincide[ Thus\ the unit cell possesses a spontaneous polar!
isation and a spontaneous strain aligned with the dipole moment\ see Fig[ 0"a#[
The crystal lattice of such a material is piezoelectric[ When a tensile stress is applied
parallel to the polarisation direction\ the charge centres separate further\ leading to a
change in the polarisation which is linear "to leading order# in the applied stress[ The
polarisation change can be measured as follows] a change in the polarisation produces
surface layers of bound charge which attract or repel free charge in an external
electrical circuit[ When an electric _eld is applied parallel to the spontaneous polar!
isation the e}ective charge centres move and a strain is induced in the crystal^ this
e}ect is also linear to leading!order[ Lead based perovskites are particularly attractive
piezoelectrics for both sensor and actuator applications as they possess high cross!
coupling between mechanical and electrical _elds "Ja}e et al[\ 0860^ Lines and Glass\
0866#[
If a su.ciently large electric _eld is applied to a ferroelectric\ the direction of
spontaneous polarisation can change by 89 or 079>\ as illustrated in Fig[ 0"b#[ The
079> switch is accommodated with unchanged tetragonality of the unit cell\ whereas
the 89> switch is accompanied by a reorientation of the tetragonality[ Note that the
89> switch can also be induced by applied stress s[ Since there are six equivalent
crystallographic directions in the tetragonal structure\ there are always four possible
89> switches and one 079> switch[ "For other crystallographic structures such as
rhombohedral\ there exist other switches conforming to the isomorphisms of the unit
cell[# Ferroelectricity is de_ned by the ability of a crystal to switch its polarisation in
response to an applied electrical or mechanical _eld[
Polycrystalline ferroelectrics of the perovskite oxide family are usually prepared by
a mixed!oxide processing route "Ja}e et al[\ 0860^ Lines and Glass\ 0866#[ After
sintering the material is paraelectric until the temperature is reduced to below the
Curie level\ at which point the individual crystals progressively transform to a tetra!
gonal state "Lines and Glass\ 0866#[ Since the crystallographic axes are random from
grain to grain within the polycrystal\ there are mismatches of spontaneous strain and
polarisation from grain to grain[ In order to minimise the free energy associated with
this mismatch\ domains\ which are regions of di}ering polarisation\ are induced
within the crystals[ Adjacent domains are separated by domain walls\ across which
the spontaneous polarisation is discontinuous[ As a result of the domain structure\
the average polarisation and tetragonality of each crystal within the ceramic is low^
when the polarisation and tetragonality are further averaged over all crystals\ they
are essentially zero[ Local piezoelectric action is present within the individual crystals\
but the e}ect averaged over the entire polycrystal is zero[ Thus\ prior to poling\ the
polycrystal is macroscopically isotropic and has no piezoelectric properties[
The material is poled by the application of a large electric _eld[ This has the e}ect
of switching many of the domains to a polarisation direction more closely aligned
with the applied electric _eld[ The structure within each crystal is reorganised\ such
that many crystals are composed of a single or a few favourably polarised domains[
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After poling\ the polycrystal has an average polarisation and strain and is macro!
scopically piezoelectric[
Recently\ several approaches have been used to model the non!linear behaviour of
ferroelectrics "Chan and Hagood\ 0883^ Hwang et al[\ 0884\ 0887# and of transforming
solids in general "Ball and James\ 0876\ 0881#[ The strategy developed by Ball and
James is mathematically rigorous\ seeking local energy minima and has been applied
in the study of shape memory polycrystals "Bruno et al[\ 0885^ Smyshlyaev and Willis\
0887#[ This type of approach neglects the dissipation of energy associated with domain
wall motion and does not capture hysteresis of the type found in ferroelectrics[ In
order to develop a model which incorporates dissipation\ it is necessary to consider
the resistance to domain wall motion arising from anharmonic lattice interactions
and from pinning defects such as dopant ions and ion holes "Ja}e et al[\ 0860#[
A constitutive law for domain wall motion can be constructed by balancing the
free energy reduction with the energy dissipated when domain walls move "Abeyaratne
and Knowles\ 0889^ Jiang\ 0882\ 0883^ Loge and Suo\ 0885#[ Models of this type have
been combined with homogenisation techniques to predict the macroscopic behaviour
of polycrystalline ferroelectric ceramics "Chan and Hagood\ 0883^ Hwang et al[\ 0884\
0887^ Hwang and McMeeking\ 0887a\ b\ c#[ In these treatments\ domains are identi_ed
by their crystallographic orientation and are assumed to switch completely between
distinct states of strain and polarisation when a free energy reduction criterion is met[
The sophistication of these models ranges from Taylor!like in which interactions
among the crystallites are neglected "Hwang et al[\ 0884# to treatments by the _nite
element method in which crystallite interactions are fully accounted for "Hwang and
McMeeking\ 0887b\ c#[ In between are schemes which assume Gaussian ~uctuations
imposed on a Taylor model "Chan and Hagood\ 0883# and schemes which account
for interactions by a mean _eld theory "Hwang et al[\ 0887^ Hwang and McMeeking\
0887a#[ These models are able to reproduce several aspects of the behaviour of
ferroelectric polycrystals[ In particular\ dielectric hysteresis in the electric displacement
versus electric _eld response and {butter~y| hysteresis in the strain versus electric _eld
curve can be captured[
Some improvements to the previous models are desirable on physical grounds and
have the potential to improve the accuracy of predictions of the material behaviour[
In particular\ the assumption that domains switch completely between distinct states
of strain and polarisation is inaccurate[ It is observed experimentally that a single
crystal switches by the progressive movement of domain walls\ driven by a com!
bination of electric _eld and stress[ A constitutive model\ which incorporates pro!
gressive transformation by domain wall motion\ is presented in this paper[ The model
is based on the observation that an incremental transformation by domain wall
motion is equivalent to incremental slip on a crystal slip system "Huber\ 0887#[ This
allows for the adaptation of established models of crystal plasticity for use with
ferroelectric switching] crystal plasticity theory as developed by Hill "0855# and
employed by Hutchinson "0869# is readily modi_ed to the coupled ferroelectric case[
The constitutive model developed here is general\ allowing for any crystal structure
and taking account of features such as the change of piezoelectric properties during
transformation and the saturation of switching upon complete transformation[ The
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model contains as special cases earlier models employed in the study of crystal
plasticity "Budiansky and Wu\ 0851^ Hutchinson\ 0869#[ In the mechanical limit\ the
switching process is known as twinning and is the basis of transformation plasticity
in metals such as shape memory allows[ Several related models for twinning in shape
memory alloys exist "Patoor et al[\ 0883^ Lagoudas and Bhattacharyya\ 0886^ Huang
and Brinson\ 0887#[ These models typically use the volume fractions of each crystal
variant as kinematic variables\ but di}er in the way they relate the macroscopic values
of stress and strain to the local values[ Lagoudas and Bhattacharyya discuss several
schemes for relating the macroscopic and local values of stress and strain[ These
include MoriÐTanaka averaging and the self!consistent method[ Huang and Brinson
use the EshelbyÐKroner approach to account for the interaction energy between
distinct variants in a single crystal formulation^ they allow for the concurrent growth
of groups of variants which produce zero overall transformation strain[ A useful
summary of recent models for twinning in shape memory alloys is given by Huang
and Brinson "0887#[
As an application of the constitutive model for ferroelectrics developed here\ a
self!consistent mean _eld homogenisation scheme for a ferroelectric polycrystal is
developed\ along the lines of the self!consistent mechanics proposed by Hill "0854a\
b#[ This scheme is used to predict the non!linear switching response of a ferroelectric
polycrystal to electrical and mechanical loading\ including the evolution of switching
surfaces in stress and electric _eld space[

1[ Governing _eld equations
In a ferroelectric\ domain wall motion within each crystal leads to a change in the
remanent strain and polarisation[ This non!linear switching closely resembles plastic
deformation by slip in a metallic polycrystal] domain wall motion is treated in the
same manner as slip in elasticÐplastic crystals[
Consider an anisotropic ferroelectric solid subjected to an electric _eld Ei and to a
mechanical stress sij[ On introducing the notation superscript {L| for the recoverable
"assumed linear# part and the superscript {R| for the remanent part "equivalent to the
plastic part in crystalline plasticity#\ we decompose the total strain oij and the total
electric displacement Di into the linear and remanent parts
oij  oijL ¦oijR

"1[0a#

Di  D iL ¦P iR

"1[0b#

and

The strain oijR is de_ned as the remanent strain and P iR is de_ned as the remanent
polarisation\ both obtained upon the removal of electrical and mechanical loading
"sij\ Ei#[ We shall assume that strains remain su.ciently small for in_nitesimal theory
to apply\ with the total strain derived from the displacement _eld ui according to
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oij 0 01 "ui\j ¦uj\i #

"1[1#

The linear response of the ferroelectric solid is given by that of a linear piezoelectric
D
sij  cijkl
"okl −oklR #−hkij "Dk −P kR #

"1[2a#

Ei  −hikl "okl −oklR #¦biko "Dk −P kR #

"1[2b#

and

D
is an elastic sti}ness tensor\ hijk is a piezoelectric tensor and bijo is a dielectric
where cijkl
impermeability tensor[ A number of alternative versions of the piezoelectric relations
exist\ each exactly equivalent to "1[2a\b#[ For example the above relations can be
inverted to give
E
oij −oijR  sijkl
skl ¦dkij Ek

"1[3a#

and
Di −P iR  dikl skl ¦ksik Ek
R
i

"1[3b#
R
ij

Alternatively\ "sij \ Di −P # is related to "oij −o \ Ei # by
E
"okl −oklR #−ekij Ek
sij  cijkl

"1[4a#

Di −P iR  eikl "okl −oklR #¦kiko Ek

"1[4b#

and

Relations "1[2#Ð"1[4# remain valid during the non!linear switching of a ferroelectric\
þi# to the corresponding
but are not su.cient to relate an increment in the loading "s¾ ij\ E
þ i#[ A complete framework requires infor!
increment in con_gurational quantities "o¾ij\ D
þiR # evolve with increments in loading
mation on how the remanent increments "o¾ijR \ P
þi#[
"s¾ ij\ E
Static mechanical equilibrium dictates that the stress sij is in equilibrium with an
imposed distribution of body force fi according to
sij\j ¦fi  9

"1[5#

and Gauss|s law likewise dictates that the divergence of the electric displacement
equals the distribution of free charge density q
Di\i −q  9

"1[6#

Assuming quasi!static conditions\ the electric _eld is derived from an electric potential
F via
Ei 0 −F\i

"1[7#

On the surface S of a piezoelectric body\ with unit outward normal ni\ the traction ti
is in equilibrium with the stress sij according to
tj  ni sij

"1[8a#
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and the surface!free charge density Q is in equilibrium with the jump in electric
displacement ðDiŁ across S\ such that
Q  ni ðDi Ł  ni "D io −Di #

"1[8b#

Here\ we use the symbol ð Ł to denote the jump in a quantity at the boundary and
D io is the electrical displacement exterior to the body[ Relations "1[1# and "1[5#Ð"1[8#
have been written in strong form and can equivalently be written in the weak vari!
ational form

g

V

ðsij doij ¦Ei dDi Ł dV 

g

ðti dui ¦F"dQ−ni dD io #Ł dS¦

S

g

ð fi dui ¦FdqŁ dV

V

"1[09#
This variational statement is the fundamental virtual work expression for the solid]
the left!hand!side denotes the internal virtual work\ the _rst term on the right!hand!
side is the external work done on the external boundary of the solid and the second
term on the right!hand!side is the work done by internal body forces[ We now proceed
to develop a criterion for the progressive switching of a single ferroelectric domain
and then generalise to the case of a crystal containing many domains[

2[ Switching criterion for a single ferroelectric domain
We adopt the standpoint that domain wall motion gives rise to a progressive change
in value of the net remanent polarisation P iR and strain oijR for the crystal and is a
dissipative process\ akin to plastic slip by dislocation motion[ Our simpli_ed physical
picture of the switching process within a single crystal is shown in Fig[ 1\ for the case

Fig[ 1[ The progressive nature of ferroelectric transformation within a crystal due to domain wall motion[
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of switching between two variants "0# and "1# within the same single crystal\ by the
motion of a domain wall[ In our discussion\ we assume the switching event is driven
by mechanical stress\ but the argument generalises immediately to the purely electrical
case and the combined electrical and mechanical case[
The crystal is shown in the initial stress!free state A\ with a volume fraction c0 of
variant "0# and a much smaller volume fraction c1  0−c0 of variant 1[ For simplicity\
the crystal shown has only two variants present[ In reality\ single crystals have many
domains and walls\ but the average e}ects are the same[ The initial elastic shear
modulus of the crystal is close to that of variant 0\ G ¼ G0[ Now apply a shear stress
t in a direction which will encourage transformation from variant 0 to 1[ At su.ciently
low stress levels\ the response of the crystal is linear elastic\ for example state B of
Fig[ 1[ When t is increased to a {yield value| tY\ the crystal progressively transforms
from variant 0 to 1 by vertical motion of the horizontal domain wall[ As the domain
wall translates\ the average shear strain in the crystal increases and the crystal evolves
through states C and D\ as shown[ It is assumed that domain wall motion is dissipative
and only occurs when the driving force t attains the critical value tY su.cient to
provide the dissipated work[ The switching event is modelled as the steady!state
propagation of an instability\ analogous to the propagation of collapse of a pipeline
under external pressure\ the steady state drawing of a polymer and the motion of a
dislocation on a slip plane at constant resolved shear stress\ for example[ Since the
switching process is in steady!state\ the critical shear stress is constant[
On continued loading\ the crystal switches fully to the variant 1 and the elastic
shear modulus attains that of variant 1\ G  G1[ Additional switching is precluded
and the switching process has {locked!up|[ This lock!up phenomenon distinguishes
the twinning and switching processes from that of continued plastic glide of a crystal[
We note in passing that the Peierls stress for dislocation motion in a perovskite
ferroelectric is much greater than the critical resolved shear stress tY for switching to
occur^ therefore\ we neglect the e}ects of dislocation plasticity[ This model carries
over directly to the electromechanical case\ as described below[
2[0[ Switchin` criterion for a crystallite and speci_cation of tan`ent modulus
In this section\ we postulate a switching criterion for a crystallite\ analogous to the
operation of multiple slip systems in a metallic single crystal[ The underlying idea is
that switching occurs by the operation of a discrete set of switching systems\ whereby
one variant converts progressively to another by gradual dissipative domain wall
motion[ The following assumptions are made to simplify the analysis]
"i# The stress sij and the electric _eld Ei are uniform in the crystal[
"ii# The crystal has a volume fraction cI of each variant I[ For a tetragonal crystal\
there are a total of M  5 variants[
"iii# Both the linear and the remanent parts of the strain oij and the electric dis!
placement Di are given by the volume averages over the crystal[
In general\ each variant I within a crystal is assumed to possess anisotropic linear
E"I#
electromechanical properties speci_ed by the mechanical compliancies sijkl
\ pie!
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"I#
zoelectric coe.cients d ijk
and dielectric permittivities ks"I#
ij \ such that the linear strain
L"I#
oij and the linear electric displacement D iL"I# in variant I are given by
E"I#
"I#
oijL"I#  sijkl
skl ¦d kij
Ek

"2[0a#

"I#
D iL"I#  d ikl
skl ¦ks"I#
ik Ek

"2[0b#

and

Then\ by assumption "iii#\ the average linear strain and electric displacement in the
crystal is
IM
E
skl ¦dkij Ek
oijL  s ðcI oijL"I# Ł  sijkl

"2[1a#

I0

and
IM

D iL  s ðcI D iL"I# Ł  dikl skl ¦ksik Ek

"2[1b#

I0

where
IM
E
E"I#
 s ðcI sijkl
Ł
sijkl

"2[2a#

I0
IM
"I#
dijk  s ðcI d ijk
Ł

"2[2b#

I0
IM

ksij  s ðcI ks"I#
ij Ł

"2[2c#

I0

þiR # are determined as follows[
The incremental remanent strain and polarisation "o¾ijR \ P
Consider transformation between di}erent variants[ Each of the M variants can
transform into any of the remaining "M−0# variants\ giving a total of N  M"M−0#
transformations[ "For the case of tetragonal crystals with six variants there exists
a total of 29 possible transformations\ comprising 89> and 079> switches[# Each
transformation a is characterised by a transformation strain of magnitude ga which is
the di}erence in spontaneous strain between the two variants involved and by a
transformation electric polarisation of magnitude Pa which is the di}erence in electric
polarisation[
2[1[ Kinematics
A change in volume fraction cI of the variant I is by activation of a number of
transformation systems a[ Left ¾fa denote the incremental volume fraction of material
transformed from a variant J to a variant I[ For book!keeping purposes we introduce
a connectivity matrix AIa such that AIa  0 if activation of the transformation system
a increases the volume fraction cI of variant I\ AIa  −0 if activation of the system a
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depletes the volume fraction cI of variant I and AIa  9 if operation of the trans!
formation system a does not change the volume fraction cI[ Thus\ AIa is a M×N
matrix and connects ¾fa to c¾I according to
N

c¾I  s AIa ¾fa \ I  0\ 1\ [ [ [ \ M

"2[3#

a0

Next\ we obtain an expression for the remanent strain rate o¾ijR and the remanent
þiR in terms of the transformation rate ¾fa[ The transformation
electric polarisation rate P
a
rate ¾f produces a remanent strain increment in the crystal of ¾fa mija ga \ where mija is the
unit orientation tensor for the transformation system a\ de_ned as follows[ Trans!
formation is by simple shear in a direction sia on a plane of unit normal nia [ Hence\ the
usual Schmid orientation tensor mija is de_ned by
mija  01 "sia nja ¦sja nia #

"2[4#

Simultaneously the transformation rate ¾fa produces a remanent polarisation increment
in the crystal of ¾fa sia P a [ If several transformation systems are active simultaneously\
then the remanent strain and polarisation increments are computed by summing over
all active systems\ giving
o¾ijR  s ¾fa mija ga

"2[5a#

a

and
P
þiR  s ¾fa sia P a

"2[5b#

a

Note that the quantities ¾fa are the fundamental kinematic variables of the trans!
formation process and couple the increments of remanent strain and polarisation[ We
will adopt the convention that ¾fa is never negative and thereby\ in e}ect\ double the
number of transformation systems[
2[2[ Drivin` force for each transformation system
We shall derive a transformation criterion for the operation of each transformation
system analogous to a yield criterion for operation of a slip system in crystal plasticity
theory[ The driving force for each of the transformation systems is de_ned as the
work conjugate to the rate of change of volume fraction of the variants ¾fa and is
derived by writing the overall dissipative work rate per unit volume w
¾ D of the crystal
in terms of the work rate for each transformation system[ First\ we de_ne the dis!
sipative work rate w
¾ D as the total work rate w
¾ minus the recoverably stored elec!
tromechanical work rate\ w
¾ S\ giving
w
þ i −w
¾D w
¾ −w
¾ S  sij o¾ij ¦Ei D
¾S
where the recoverably stored electromechanical energy wS is expressed by

"2[6#
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wS  01 sij "oij −oijR #¦01 Ei "Di −P iR #
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"2[7#

Upon making use of "1[2# and "2[0#Ð"2[3#\ the stored electromechanical work rate w
¾S
follows as
þ i −P
þiR #−s
w
¾ S  sij "o¾ij −o¾ijR #¦Ei "D
a

$

%

0 a 0
sij o½ij ¦ Ei Dia ¾fa
1
1

"2[8#

where
E"I#
"I#
skl ¦d kij
Ek Ł
o½ija 0 s AIa ðsijkl

"2[09a#

I

and
"I#
Dia 0 s AIa ðd ikl
skl ¦ks"I#
ik Ek Ł

"2[09b#

I

Substitution of the expression "2[8# for w
¾ S into "2[6# gives an explicit expression for
D
w
¾
þiR ¦s
w
¾ D  sij o¾ijR ¦Ei P
a

$

%

0 a 0
s o½ij ¦ Ei Dia ¾fa
1 ij
1

"2[00#

On de_ning the resolved shear stress ta on transformation system a by
ta  sij mija

"2[01a#

and the resolved electric _eld Ea on transformation system a by
E a  Ei sia

"2[01b#

the dissipative work rate "2[00# simpli_es to the form
w
¾ D  s ðG a ¾fa Ł

"2[01c#

a

where Ga is the driving force for transformation and is de_ned by
G a  ta ga ¦E a P a ¦01 sij o½ija ¦01 Ei Dia

"no sum on a#

"2[02#

It is natural to view Ga as the thermodynamic driving force for transformation^
equally\ it can be viewed as the energy dissipated by domain wall motion upon
transforming a unit volume of crystal from one variant to the next by operation of
the transformation system a[ The transformation system a is taken to be potentially
active when Ga attains the critical value G ca considered to be characteristic of the
dissipation caused by domain wall motion[ The potentially active system loads when
G a  G ca

and G
þa  G
þ ca

and unloads when

with ¾fa − 9

"2[03a#
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G a  G ca

with ¾fa  9

and G
þa ³ G
þ ca

"2[03b#

A system is inactive if G a ³ G ca and then ¾fa  9[
In the absence of work!hardening\ the quantities G ca are taken to be constant[ Here\
we follow Hill "0855# and assume that hardening can occur and is described by
G
þ ca  s H ab ¾fb

"2[04#

b

where the summation is taken over all active transformation systems and Hab is the
hardening matrix[ For the case of progressive ferroelectric transformation\ we argue
on physical grounds that the degree of hardening is negligible and so we introduce
the matrix Hab to regularise the computation\ rather than for physical reasons[ In this
initial study we assume independent hardening\ with H  HI\ where I is the unit
matrix[ The scalar H is taken to be su.ciently small in order to reproduce numerically
results for the perfectly plastic case "as speci_ed in Section 4#[ In the limit Hab : 9 the
constitutive response is independent of the precise choice of hardening matrix[ This
approach is similar to that used in the modelling of slip in elasticÐperfectly plastic
crystals[
The switching surface at each material point in combined "sij\ Ei# space consists of
a set of planes de_ned by G a  G ca for all transformation systems a[ Each trans!
formation system satis_es
"G a −G a # ¾fa − 9

"2[05#

for a driving force G a  G ca corresponding to a transformation rate ¾fa and for any
alternative driving force Ga less than or equal to the critical value G ca [ Then\ by
"2[00#Ð"2[02#\ the stress\ electric _eld\ strain rate and electric displacement rate satisfy
þiR − −s
"sij −sij #o¾ijR ¦"Ei −Ei #P
a

$

0
"sij o½ija ¦Ei Dija −sij o½ija −Ei Dia # ¾f a
1

%

"2[06#

for a state "sij\ Ei# associated with a remanent rate "o¾ijR \ P
þiR # and for a neighbouring
state "sij \ Ei # on or within the yield surface[ If the right!hand!side of "2[06# were to
vanish then the switching surface would be convex and the remanent rate "o¾ijR \ P
þiR #
would be normal to the switching surface[ In general\ this is not the case and we assert
neither convexity nor normality[
2[3[ Tan`ent moduli for a crystal
Our constitutive formulation is written in incremental form\ with the tangent moduli
for a crystal de_ned via
s¾ ij

01 $
E
þi



D\t
cijkl
t
ikl

−h

t
−hkij
o\t
ik

b

o¾kl

%0 1
D
þk

"2[07#

D\t
t
The tangent sti}nesses "cijkl
\ hijk
and bijo\t # are now derived[ Time di}erentiation of the
linear relations "2[1a\b# and use of "2[2# and "2[3# gives
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þk ¦s o½ija ¾fa
o¾ij −oijR  sijkl
s¾ kl ¦dkij E
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"2[08a#

a

and
þk ¦s Dia ¾fa
þiR  dikl s¾ kl ¦ksik E
þ i −P
D

"2[08b#

a

The summation terms on the right!hand!side of "2[08a\b# are the linear strain and
electric displacement contributions associated with a change in linear elec!
tromechanical properties with phase transformation[ In order to construct the tangent
sti}nesses\ we invert "2[08a\b# and make use of "1[0a\b# and "2[5a\b#\ to obtain
s¾ ij

D
cijkl

−hkij

−hikl

biko

01 $
þi
E



o¾kl

o¼kla

%00 1 0 1 1
þk
D

−s

¾fa

¼ ka
D

a

"2[19#

where
o¼kla 0 mkla ga ¦o½kla

"2[10a#

Dka 0 ska P a ¦Dka

"2[10b#

and

To proceed\ we relate the rate quantities "o¾ij\ D
þ i# to the volume fraction increments ¾fa
by making use of hardening rule "2[04#\ expressed in terms of stress and electric _eld
rates[ Recall that the driving force Ga is related to the mechanical stress and the
electric _eld via "2[01a\b# and "2[02#[ Then\ in incremental form\ for active trans!
formation systems a
þk Dka
G
þ ca  s¾ ij o¼ija ¦E
þa  G

"2[11#

The hardening rule "2[04# provides the pivotal connection between the stress rates
given in "2[11# and the strain rates given in "2[19#\ so that
s H ab ¾f b  G
þ ca  "o¼ija

Dia #

b

$

D
cijkl

−hkij

−hikl

biko

o¾kl

o¼bkl

%00 1 0 1 1
D
þk

−s
b

Dbk

¾fb

"2[12#

Note that a and b range over the set of active transformation systems in eqn "2[12#[
Rearrangement of this relation gives
¾fa  s ð"X ab # −0 "o¼bij

Dbi #Ł

b

$

D
cijkl

−hkij
o
ik

b

−hikl

o¾kl

%0 1
þk
D

"2[13#

where
ab

ab

a
ij

X 0 H ¦"o¼

a
i

D#

$

D
cijkl

−hkij

−hikl

biko

o¼bkl

%0 1
Dbk

"2[14#
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Here\ "Xab# −0 denotes the inverse of the matrix Xab\ which is assumed to be non!
singular[ Equation "2[13# gives an explicit expression for the increments in volume
fraction ¾fa in terms of the increments of strain and electric displacement and it is
convenient to write it in the simpler form
¾fa  s ð"X ab # −0 "s¼ bij o¾ij ¦Ebi D
þ i #Ł

"2[15#

b

where
D b
s¼ bij 0 cijkl
o¼kl −hkij Dbk

"2[16a#

Ebi 0 −hijk o¼bjk ¦bijo Dbj

"2[16b#

and

The _nal step in _nding the tangent properties of the crystal is to substitute the
expression for ¾fa back into "2[19#\ giving the form "2[07# with
D\t
D
cijkl
 cijkl
−s s ðs¼ ija "X ab # −0 s¼ bkl Ł
a

"2[17a#

b

t
¾ Ebk Ł
hkij
 hkij ¦s s ðs¼ ija "X ab # −0
a

b

 hkij ¦s s ðEka "X ab # −0 s¼ bij Ł
a

"2[17b#

b

and
bijo\t  bijo −s s ðEia "X ab # −0 Ebj Ł
a

"2[17c#

b

The introduction of the notation s¼ ija with dimensions of stress and Eia with dimensions
of electric _eld reveals both the dimensionalities and symmetries of the tangent moduli[
D\t
t
Note that cijkl
\ hijk
and bijo\t have Cauchy!type symmetries if Xab\ and hence Hab\ is
symmetric[ We have assumed that Hab is symmetric and therefore all of the tangent
properties "2[17aÐc# have Cauchy!type symmetries and allow for the existence of a
rate potential\ U"o¾\ D
þ #\ where
D\t
t
þi D
þ i  01 cijkl
þ k o¾ij ¦01 bijo\t D
þ iD
þj
þ #  01 s¾ ij o¾ij ¦01 E
U"o¾\ D
o¾ij o¾kl −hkij
D

"2[18#

such that
s¾ ij 

1U
1o¾ij

þi 
and E

1U
þi
1D

"2[29#

þ ij#\ but is not necessarily
The rate potential U is homogeneous of degree 1 in "o¾ij\ D
þij# is not guaranteed for a given "o¾ij\ D
þ k# and a
convex[ Therefore\ uniqueness of "s¾ ij\ E
minimum principle for the rate boundary value problem cannot be constructed along
the lines of Hill "0855#[ However\ a stationary variational principle can be stated as
follows[ Consider a polycrystal of volume V and surface S\ comprised of ferroelectric
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crystals each with constitutive law "2[07#Ð"2[29#[ The body is loaded by the instan!
taneous traction rate ¾tio and electric potential rate F
þ o on a portion ST of its surface[
The velocity u¾i and the rate of accumulation of surface free charge density
"Q
þ io # are given on the remaining portion Su of the surface[ Consider all possible
þ −ni D
velocity _elds u¾i and electric displacement rate _elds D
þ i within V\ which satisfy the
kinematic conditions on Su and de_ne "s¾ ij\ E
þi# to be given by the constitutive law
"2[07#Ð"2[29#[ Then\ the functional F"u¾i\ D
þ i#\ de_ned by
F"u¾i \ D
þ i# 0

g

V

g

U"o¾ij \ D
þ k # dV−

ðt¾io u¾i ¦F
þ io #Ł dS
þ o "Q
þ −ni D

"2[20#

ST

is stationary about the solution for the rate problem[ The _rst variation of F gives the
rate form of the virtual work statement "1[09#[ Dual functionals in "s¾ ij\ E
þi# can likewise
be constructed\ but are omitted here for the sake of brevity[

3[ Self!consistent scheme for the polycrystal
We shall consider the non!linear response of a polycrystal by extending the self!
consistent scheme developed by Hill "0854a\ b#[ Macroscopic rates of stress and
¹¾ i# and rates of strain and electric displacement\ "o¾¹ij\ D
¹¾ i#\ for the
electric _eld\ "s¾¹ ij\ E
polycrystal are de_ned as the volume averages of the rate quantities in the single
crystals[ For the purely mechanical case\ Hill "0856# has shown that the de_nition in
terms of strain quantities is rigorously consistent for a _nite collection of single
crystals under either a prescribed uniform surface traction over the boundary\ or a
prescribed {uniform straining| of the boundary surface[ If the polycrystal comprises a
su.ciently large number of crystals\ the distinction between these two ways of pre!
scribing the loading is negligible[ The generalisation of these statements to the com!
bined electromechanical case is immediate[ For conceptual simplicity\ we shall view
the polycrystal as an in_nite collection of single crystals subject to macroscopically
homogeneous states of "s¹ ij\ Þ
Ei# and "o¹ij\ D
Þ i#[ We assume that no free charge is present
in the interior of the polycrystal[
We suppose that the polycrystal has undergone some de_nite history of loading
and that the current state of stress and electric _eld and the potentially active trans!
formation systems in each crystal are known[ The polycrystal is subjected to a pre!
¹¾ i#[ Our objective
scribed macroscopic strain rate and electric displacement rate\ "o¹¾ij\ D
þi# within each crystal\ as well as the instan!
þ i# and "s¾ ij\ E
is to calculate the rates "o¾ij\ D
taneous tangent moduli for each crystal and thereby to determine the macroscopic
¹¾ i# and the overall tangent moduli as the appropriate
polycrystalline quantities "s¹¾ ij\ E
averages over the grains[ In order to explain the self!consistent scheme for calculation
of the overall\ macroscopic quantities\ it is assumed that the active transformation
systems and the associated tangent moduli in each grain are known for each grain[
¹¾ i#
We extend the scheme of Hill "0854a\ b# to calculate the macroscopic rates "s¹¾ ij\ E
¾
¹ i#[ We seek the values of the overall tangent moduli
for a prescribed "o¹¾ij\ D
D\o
o
"cijkl
\ hkij
\ biko\o # de_ned by
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D\o
cijkl
s¾¹ ij

o
¹¾ i
E
−hikl

o
−hkij

01 $

o\o
ik

b

o¾¹kl
¹¾ k
D

%0 1

"3[0#

First\ we obtain the relation between the macroscopic strain and electric displacement
rates and the average strain and electric displacement rates in each crystal[ The
connections between the stress rate in each crystal s¾ ij and the average stress rate for
¹¾ i# are given by constraint tensors as
the polycrystal s¾¹ ij\ "and between E
þi and E

0

D
cijkl
s¾ ij −s¾¹ ij
−
¹¾ i
E
þi −E
−hikl

−hkij

1 $

biko

%0

o¾kl −o¾¹kl
¹¾
D
þ −D
k

k

1

"3[1#

D
The constraint tensors "cijkl
\ hkij \ biko # are given in Appendix A[ On using "2[07# and
¹¾ i# from "3[1#\ we obtain
"3[0# to eliminate "s¾ ij\ E
þi# and "s¹¾ ij\ E
D\t
D
cijkl
¦cijkl

t
−hkij
−hkij

t
−hikl
−hikl

biko\t ¦biko

$

o¾kl

%0 1 $
D
þk



D\o
D
cijkl
¦cijkl

o
−hkij
−hkij

o
−hikl
−hikl

biko\o ¦biko

o¾¹kl
¹¾ k
D

%0 1

"3[2#

which may be rearranged to the form
o¾ij

01 $
D
þi



oo
Aijkl

oD
Akij

Do
Aikl

AikDD

o¾¹kl
¹¾
D

%0 1

"3[3#

k

thereby de_ning the A!tensors[ The A!tensors have the physical interpretation that
they relate the average strain rate "and average electric displacement rate# in each
crystal to the macroscopic strain rate "and macroscopic electric displacement rate#^
they generalise the A!tensor introduced by Hill "0854a\ b#[
Second\ we average "2[07# over the polycrystal and use "3[3# to obtain an explicit
expression for the tangent moduli of the polycrystal "3[0#\ with
D\o
D\t oo
t
Do
 cijrs
Arskl −hrij
Arkl
cijkl

"3[4a#

o
D\t oD
t
DD
hkij
 −cijrs
Akrs ¦hrij
Ark
t
oo
o\t Do
 hkrs
Arsij
−bkr
Arij

"3[4b#

t
oD
DD
Akrs
¦biro\t Ark
biko\o  −hirs

"3[4c#

and

where an overbar indicates a volume average over all crystals[

4[ Self!consistent estimates of polycrystal behaviour
Using the results of Section 3 it is possible to make self!consistent estimates of the
incremental response of a ferroelectric polycrystal to any path of macroscopic loading
"sij\ Ei#[ The numerical procedure adopted here is summarised as follows "see Hutch!
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inson\ 0869 and Huber\ 0887 for additional details#[ The macroscopic load "sij\ Ei# is
applied incrementally and for each load step a self!consistent estimate of the current
tangent properties is used to update "oij\ Di#[
At the beginning of each load step\ the stress\ electric _eld and the volume fraction
of each variant within each crystal are known[ As a _rst guess for the current tangent
properties of each crystal\ it is assumed that all potentially active transformation
systems are active[ Iteration is used to obtain converged values for the overall tangent
properties as de_ned by "3[4# and for the A!tensors as de_ned by "3[2# and "3[3#[
During this iteration\ we check that the transformation rate ¾fa for each of the active
transformation systems satis_es ¾fa − 9[ Where this condition is not met\ the trans!
formation system is taken to be inactive in the next iteration[ It is emphasised that
this iterative scheme is highly implicit since the tangent properties depend on the set
of active transformation systems and vice versa[ Nevertheless\ the scheme converges
rapidly[
The results presented here are calculated for a polycrystal consisting of single
crystals with properties corresponding "roughly# to tetragonal lead titanate[ All results
have been normalised by the parameters t9\ g9\ E9 and D9[ These correspond\ respec!
tively\ to the shear stress when switching commences under pure shear loading\ the
shear strain when switching commences under pure shear loading\ the electric _eld
when switching commences under pure electric _eld loading and the electric dis!
placement when switching commences under pure electric _eld loading[ Each tetra!
gonal crystal has six crystal variants corresponding to six polarisation directions
which are aligned with the 20\ 21 and 22 local crystallographic axes[ For simplicity\
the initial state for each crystal is chosen to be that with an equal volume fraction
"0:5# of each crystal variant[ This gives rise to a state of zero average initial remanent
strain and polarisation in each crystal[ The initial state of stress and electric _eld in
each crystal is set to zero[ The crystals are assumed to be non!hardening\ but for a
small hardening rate to regularise the calculation[ Speci_cally\ the value of the scalar
hardening modulus H is taken to be 0) of the initial value of G ca for a 89> switch[
The orientations of the crystallographic axes for the crystals are de_ned by sets of
three Euler angles for each crystal\ chosen in such a way that the distribution of
polarisation vector directions present initially in the polycrystal is a uniform spherical
distribution\ Huber "0887#[ A total of 194 crystals "0129 ferroelectric domains# were
modelled[ In each single domain region\ isotropic linear elasticity and linear dielectric
behaviour is assumed\ with a piezoelectric tensor corresponding to 3 mm symmetry
"Nye\ 0846#[ Thus\ in each domain we have
E
cijkl


1mn
d d ¦m"dik djl ¦dil djk #
"0−1n# ij kl

dijk  d222 ni nj nk ¦d200 "ni djk −ni nj nk #¦01 d020 "dij nk −1ni nj nk ¦dik nj #
and
ksik  kdik

"4[0#
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where ni is the unit vector in the polarisation direction and speci_c values for the
material parameters are given in Table 0[
Two further assumptions are made here[ First\ when the constitutive equations
"1[2# are normalised\ the following expressions are obtained]
D
g9 cijkl
"okl −oklR #
D9 hkij "Dk −P kR #
sij

−
t9
t9
g9
t9
D9

"4[1a#

Ei
g9 hikl "okl −oklR #
D9 biko "Dk −P kR #
−
¦
E9
E9
g9
E9
D9

"4[1b#

0 1
0 1

0 1
0 1

It is convenient to set the cross terms in eqns "4[1# equal\ giving rise to]
t9 g9  E9 D9

"4[2#

This represents a physical assumption about the yield condition and is equivalent to
the statement that the strain energy density at yield under purely mechanical loading
equals the strain energy density at yield under purely electrical loading[
Second\ it is necessary to specify the critical value of the driving force for trans!
formation G ca for each transformation system a[ Note that the hardening rate is chosen
to be small such that G ca is almost constant for each transformation system[ We
assume that G ca has one value G ca "89># for the 89> transformation systems and another
value G ca "079># for the 079> transformation systems[ However\ it is unclear whether
it is physically realistic to assume that G ca "89>#  G ca "079>#[ Imposition of this equality
would give rise to switching at di}erent magnitudes of electric _eld for 89> and 079>
systems[ An alternative assumption is to set the magnitude of the critical electric _eld
to be the same for the 89> and 079> transformations which gives rise to]
G ca "89>#  G ca "079>#:z1

"4[3#

We shall assume that "4[3# holds for the initial set of simulations presented below[
Equations "4[2# and "4[3#\ together with the constants listed in Table 0 provide
su.cient information to specify all of the modelling parameters E9\ t9\ D9\ g9\
G ca "89>#\ G ca "079>#\ ga "89>#\ Pa "89># and Pa "079>#[
Now consider a loading path consisting of cycling electric _eld E2 in the three!

Table 0
Crystal constants
Shear modulus m ðN m−1Ł
Poisson|s ratio n ð*Ł
Dielectric permittivity k ðF m−0Ł
Piezoelectric coe.cient d222 ðm V −0Ł
Piezoelectric coe.cient d200  d211 ðm V −0Ł
Piezoelectric coe.cient d020  d002  d121  d112 ðm V −0Ł
Electric _eld at yield E9 ðV m−0Ł
Polarisation change of transformation system Pa "079>#:D9 ð*Ł

41[5×098
9[11
1[02×09−8
45×09−01
−5[7×09−01
57×09−01
5[64×094
09
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direction[ Initially\ each crystal has zero net remanent strain\ polarisation and pie!
zoelectric e}ect[ Similarly\ the polycrystal has zero initial remanent strain\ polarisation
and piezoelectric e}ect[ The polycrystal gives a linear dielectric response up to the
point E2:E9  0\ D2:D9  0[ At this stage the remanent strain is still zero and the
linear part of the strain is also zero\ because of the absence of a net piezoelectric
e}ect[ Beyond this level of loading\ ferroelectric transformation occurs\ giving rise to
the dielectric hysteresis and butter~y hysteresis curves shown in Fig[ 2[ At the onset
of non!linearity\ there is a rapid increase in electric displacement due to the appearance
of remanent polarisation^ similarly\ there is an increase in strain due to remanent
strain and also to the existence of a non!zero overall piezoelectric tensor[ The applied
electric _eld {poles| the crystals with a preferred direction of remanent polarisation[
After extensive ferroelectric transformation\ some of the crystal variants present
become depleted\ having zero volume fraction[ The corresponding transformation!
systems become inactive and there is a saturation in remanent strain and polarisation[
Note that after loading to a high level of electric _eld "E2:E9  3# there is slight non!
linearity in the D2 versus E2 and o22 versus E2 curves during unloading of the applied

Fig[ 2[ Self!consistent estimates of the electrical displacement and the strain responses of a ferroelectric
polycrystal to cyclic electric _eld loading[
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_eld[ This results from the presence of residual stresses and electric _elds in the
individual crystals which arise from the mismatch in strain and electric displacement
between each crystal and the surrounding matrix[
Next\ consider a loading path of cyclic uniaxial stress along the three!direction\
starting in the compressive direction and with the same initial conditions as given
above[ The resulting uniaxial stress s22 versus strain o22 loops are given in Fig[ 3[
Switching initiates at s22:t9  −1 and o22:g9  −0:"0¦n# and the progression of
remanent straining followed by lock!up is evident as the hysteresis loop is traversed[
Note that the hysteresis loops for transverse strains o00 and o11 are identical\ indicating
that axial symmetry is preserved[ This feature was not forced by the modelling
procedure\ but arises through the hardening of transformation systems which are
active simultaneously[ During loading with stress component s22 from an initially
unpolarised state\ the electric displacement Di and the piezoelectric tensor dikl remain
at zero throughout[
It is well!known that the application of stress can depolarise a previously poled
ferroelectric[ We illustrate this phenomenon by _rst polarising the tetragonal poly!
crystal to a state A by applying and then removing an electric _eld of strength
E2:E9  3\ as shown in Fig[ 2[ At this stage\ the polycrystal is poled with a remanent
polarisation D2:D9  2[6 and a remanent strain o22:g9  9[7[ A compressive stress s22
of magnitude 7t9 is then applied to the poled polycrystal and the resulting changes in
polarisation D2:D9 and strain o22:g9 are given in Fig[ 4[ Finally\ on unloading the stress
to zero "state B in Fig[ 4#\ the remanent polarisation is reduced by about 64) to a
value of D2:D9  9[84[ The polycrystal piezoelectric coe.cient d222 0 1D2:1s22 is also
signi_cantly reduced by the compressive half!cycle[

Fig[ 3[ Self!consistent estimates of the strain response of a ferroelectric polycrystal to cyclic uniaxial stress[
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Fig[ 4[ Self!consistent estimates of the electrical displacement and the strain responses of a ferroelectric
polycrystal to compressive stress\ after previous poling by an electric _eld[ The state A is the initial\ poled
state and corresponds to the point A in Fig[ 2[ The state B is the _nal state\ after depoling by the compressive
stress s22[

4[0[ Initial switchin` "yield# surfaces in electric _eld space and stress space
The switching surface for a ferroelectric polycrystal may be de_ned as the surface
in loading space "sij\ Ei# enclosing loading points at which no ferroelectric trans!
formations occur[ Provided one point within the switching surface is known\ points
on the switching surface may be found using a series of proportional loading excur!
sions from the known point within the switching surface\ up to the point at which a
transformation system _rst becomes active[
Consider _rst the ferroelectric polycrystal speci_ed above\ in the initial\ isotropic
state\ subjected to a series of loading operations with electric _eld E2\ entering the
non!linear regime[ After each loading operation\ the polycrystal is unloaded to E2  9
and the switching surface is determined[ This loading path is shown in Fig[ 5\ with
points A\ B\ C and D corresponding to the initial state and to the unloaded states
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Fig[ 5[ Electric _eld loading path for polycrystal from the initial state[ Points A\ B\ C and D correspond
to unloaded states[

after loading operations up to E2:E9  0[4\ 1[9 and 1[4\ respectively[ The self!con!
sistent estimate of the dielectric response is shown in Fig[ 6[ After increasingly severe
electric _eld loading\ increasing levels of remanent polarisation are generated upon
unloading[ In order to explore the switching surface in stressÐelectric _eld space\ we
consider two sections^
*the switching surface in "E2\ E0# space\ with the component E1 and the stress held
at zero\ as shown in Fig[ 7"a# and
*the switching surface in axisymmetric stress space "s22\ s00  s11#\ with vanishing
electric _eld\ as shown in Fig[ 7"b#[

Fig[ 6[ Self!consistent estimates of the electrical displacement response to the loading path given in Fig[ 5[
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(a)

(b)

Fig[ 7[ Self!consistent estimates of the switching surface in states AÐD\ after the electric _eld loading shown
in Fig[ 5] "a# slice through the switching surface in "E2\ E0# space\ with the component E1 and the stress
held at zero^ and "b# slice through the switching surface in axisymmetric stress space "s22\ s00  s11#\ with
vanishing electric _eld[

In the initial state A\ the polycrystal is isotropic and has a circular switching surface
in "E2\ E0# space\ see Fig[ 7"a#[ Loading into the non!linear regime results in the
development of a cornered switching surface\ which remains upon unloading to states
B\ C and D\ again see Fig[ 7"a#[ An electrical analogue of the Bauschinger e}ect is
evident] the magnitude of the electric _eld E2 to cause reversed ferroelectric trans!
formation is reduced by previous transformation in the forward direction[ Next\
consider the switching surface in stress space "s22\ s00  s11# with a vanishing electric
_eld\ as sketched in Fig[ 7"b# for the states AÐD[ The switching surface sections
appear as pairs of straight lines since the transformation systems are insensitive to
hydrostatic stresses[ The e}ect of prior transformation by electric _eld loading along
the three!direction is to increase the switching strength along the s22!axis slightly and
to reduce the switching strength along the s00!axis[ The development of a corner on
the switching "i[e[ yield# surface at the loading point is well!known and is expected
from basic micromechanical considerations of polycrystals\ as discussed by Hill "0856#
and as illustrated by Hutchinson "0869# for elasticÐplastic polycrystals[ Such corner
development leads to a drop in the instantaneous moduli compared with that for a
smooth switching surface and to the greater likelihood of material instabilities[
We complete this section by calculating the evolution of the switching surface from
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the initial\ isotropic state\ due to loading into the non!linear range by a compressive
stress s22[ Figure 8 shows the predicted response of the polycrystal after the loading
operations s22:t9  −2\ −3\ −4\ in each case followed by unloading[ The points A?\
B?\ C? and D? correspond to the unloaded states after each loading operation[ Slices
through the switching surface are shown in Fig[ 09\ as follows[ In Fig[ 09"a# the
switching surface is probed with the electric _eld components "E2\ E0# and E1  sij  9[
In Fig[ 09"b#\ the electric _eld is held at zero and axisymmetric stresses "s22\ s00  s11#
are applied[ We note that uniaxial stressing into the non!linear range has the e}ect of
shrinking the switching surface in "E2\ E0# space\ Fig[ 09"a#[ The switching surface in
"s22\ s00  s11# space is translated such that compressive strength in the three!direction
increases and in the one!direction decreases due to prior remanent straining along the
three!direction[

5[ Concluding remarks
The self!consistent crystal plasticity scheme of Hill "0854a\ b# and Hutchinson
"0869# has been extended to address the case of ferroelectric switching[ The self!
consistent scheme uses a single crystal constitutive law for the ferroelectric\ which
extends the framework of crystal plasticity theory[ An analogy is drawn between
the slip systems of dislocation plasticity in metals and transformation plasticity by
domain wall movement in ferroelectrics[ It allows for changes in the linear properties
of a crystal and for the {lock!up| phenomenon caused by complete transformation[
The micromechanical scheme is based on an abstraction of structures observed in real
ferroelectric materials and with the exception of a small hardening rate\ all aspects of

Fig[ 8[ Self!consistent estimates of the strain response to various levels of uniaxial compression[ Points A?\
B?\ C? and D? correspond to unloaded states[
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(a)

(b)

Fig[ 09[ Self!consistent estimates of the switching surface in states A?ÐD?\ after uniaxial compression shown
in Fig[ 8] "a# slice through the switching surface in "E2\ E0# space\ with the component E1 and the stress
held at zero^ and "b# slice through the switching surface in axisymmetric stress space "s22\ s00  s11#\ with
vanishing electric _eld[

the model are justi_able on physical grounds[ A positive hardening rate is required
to stabilise the numerical scheme\ but this can be small enough to make a negligible
di}erence to the simulated behavior of the crystal[
The self!consistent scheme allows the response of a polycrystal to various types of
loading to be simulated[ An essential ingredient is the self!consistent determination
of the tangent moduli for the non!linear ferroelectric during switching[ It has been
necessary to obtain expressions for the constraint imposed on an ellipsoidal pie!
zoelectric inclusion by a piezoelectric matrix[ The self!consistent model captures in a
qualitative way several observed features of ferroelectrics which have been reported
in the literature[ These include the smooth shapes of the dielectric hysteresis and
butter~y hysteresis loops\ a polycrystal Bauschinger e}ect in both mechanical and
electrical loading and the depolarisation of a polycrystal by compressive stresses[
Initial switching surfaces in plane stress space and in electric _eld space have been
presented[ They are found to be convex and show corners where non!linear defor!
mation has occurred[ Several subtle features of the behaviour of the model are
illustrated in these switching surfaces\ including the way in which pre!loading with
electric _eld modi_es the critical stresses required to induce switching in compression
and tension in directions parallel to and perpendicular to the electric _eld[ These
results are relevant to the design of ferroelectric devices\ where a single overload of
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stress may severely a}ect performance[ The polycrystal model allows the response of
a ferroelectric material to any loading path to be estimated[
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Appendix A] Eshelby tensors and constraint tensors for a piezoelectric solid
In this Appendix\ expressions for the piezoelectric Eshelby tensors are derived[ The
numerical procedure for construction of the Eshelby tensors follows that outlined by
Ghahremani "0866# for an ellipsoidal inclusion in an anisotropic elastic solid[ The
development has some similarity to that given by Dunn "0883#\ but the Eshelby
tensors given here are for the transformation problem expressed in terms of strain
and the electric displacement and not the strain and electric _eld as given by Dunn
"0883#[ The derivation given here follows closely that used by Eshelby\ in which an
inclusion is "i# removed from the matrix and allowed to transform\ "ii# returned to its
original shape by surface tractions and put back in its matrix and "iii# released[
Consider an in_nite linear piezoelectric medium containing an ellipsoidal inclusion
with surface speci_ed by
x0 1
x1 1
x2
¦
¦
a
b
c

1

01 01 01

0

"A[0#

where the Cartesian axes xi are aligned with the principal axes of the ellipsoid\ of
length "a\ b\ c#[ Assume that the inclusion undergoes a stress!free transformation
strain and an electric _eld!free polarisation\ "oijT \ D iT #[ For example\ the transformation
strain can be due to plastic strain in the inclusion and the transformation polarisation
due to remanency[ It is assumed that the matrix does not transform and that the stress
and electric _eld vanish at in_nity[ Let the _nal constrained state of strain and
polarisation in the inclusion embedded in the matrix be denoted by "oijc \ Dic #[ Then\
oo
oD
Do
the problem is to evaluate the Eshelby tensors S ijkl
\ S kij
\ S ikl
\ S ikDD where
oijc

0 1 $
D ic



oo
S ijkl

oD
S kij

Do
S ikl

S ikDD

oklT

%0 1
D kT

"A[1#

Following Eshelby "0846#\ the _nal constrained state of strain and electric dis!
placement in the transformed inclusion is found by linear superposition of the e}ects
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of a set of body forces and point charges on the surface of the inclusion[ It is convenient
to divide the problem up into a series of steps as sketched in Fig[ A0 and given below[
Step "i#[ Remove the inclusion from the matrix and place it in a medium with
D
 9\ hkij  9 and bijo  9[ Allow the inclusion to transform to a strain
properties cijkl
T
oij and an electric displacement D iT with vanishing stress and electric _eld[ In the
medium surrounding the inclusion\ the stress and electric _eld vanish and the strain
equals oijT [ By applying an appropriate distribution of point charge Q?  −D iT ni on
the surface of the inclusion "with unit outward normal ni# the electric displacement
also vanishes in the surrounding medium[
Step "ii#[ Restore the inclusion to a state of vanishing strain and electric _eld\
oij  9 and Ei  9\ by imposing an appropriate value of stress −sijp and electric
displacement −D ip in the inclusion[ The elastic piezoelectric constitutive law demands
that

Fig[ A0[ Steps in calculating Eshelby tensors for a piezoelectric solid[
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E
−sijp  cijkl
"okl −oklT #−ekij Ek

"A[2a#

−D ip −D iT  eikl "okl −oklT #¦kiko Ek

"A[2b#

and

giving here\
E T
okl
sijp  cijkl

"A[3a#

and
D ip  −D iT ¦eikl oklT
p
ij

"A[3b#
p
i

The required state "−s \ −D # within the inclusion is attained by applying surface
tractions
ti  −sijp nj

"A[4a#

and a net surface charge distribution
Q  D ip ni

"A[4b#

on the surface of the inclusion\ with n still de_ned as the unit outward normal at the
surface of the inclusion[ In the matrix\ the stress\ strain\ electric _eld and electric
displacement all vanish and the piezoelectric moduli are recovered to equal their non!
zero values[
Step "iii#[ The inclusion is put back into the in_nite matrix and body forces
fi  sijp nj and body charges q  −D ip ni are applied over the surface of the inclusion
in the in_nite solid in order to cancel the surface traction and surface charge of step
"ii#[ The inclusion is thereby released back into its cavity[ The resulting constrained
values of the displacement _eld ui "xj# and the electric potential F"xj# at any point
within the inclusion or matrix are obtained in terms of the Green|s functions
Ff
uq
Fq
"x−x?##\ as summarised in Appendix B[ The
"G uf
ij "x−x?#\ Gj "x−x?#\ G i "x−x?#\ G
result is simply quoted here
ui "x# 

g

ðG uf
ij "x−x?# fj "x?#Ł dS?¦

g

ðGjFf "x−x?# fj "x?#Ł dS?¦

S?

g

ðG uq
i "x−x?#q"x?#Ł dS?

"A[4a#

ðG Fq "x−x?#q"x?#Ł dS?

"A[4b#

S?

and
F"x# 

S?

g

S?

where fi  sijp nj and q  −D ip ni [ We can interpret the Green|s function G uf
ij "x−x?# as
the displacement in the i!direction at an arbitrary point x and GjFf "x−x?# as the
associated electric potential\ due to a unit point load in the j!direction at x?[ Similarly\
Fq
G uq
"x−x?# is the electric poten!
i "x−x?# is the displacement in the i!direction and G
tial\ both due to a unit point charge at x?[
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The constrained displacement _eld and potential throughout the solid can be
rewritten from "A[4# as
ui "x#  sjkp

g

p
ðG uf
ij "x−x?#nk "x?#Ł dS?−D k

g

ðGjFf "x−x?#nk "x?#Ł dS?−D kp

S?

g

ðG uq
i "x−x?#nk "x?#Ł dS?

"A[5a#

ðG Fq "x−x?#nk "x?#Ł dS?

"A5[b#

S?

and
F"x#  sjkp

S?

g

S?

Application of the divergence theorem to "A[5a\b# and use of the de_nitions "1[1# and
"1[7#\ generates expressions for the constrained strain oijc and electric _eld E ic in the
inclusion
oijc

0 1 $
E ic



P uf
ijpq

P uq
qij

Ff
Pipq

PiqFq

p
spq

%0 1

"A[6#

D qp

where
11 G uf
ip "x−x?#
1xj 1xq

g$

P uf
ijpq  −

V?

P uq
qij 

11 G uq
i "x−x?#
1xj 1xq

g$
V?

Ff

Pipq

g$
V?

PiqFq  −

%

11 GpFf "x−x?#
1xi 1xq

g$
V?

%

dV?

"A[7a#

"i\j#"p\q#

dV?

"A[7b#

"i\j#

%

dV?

"A[7c#

11 G Fq "x−x?#
dV?
1xi 1xq

"A[7d#

"p\q#

%

where the subscript label "i\ j# denotes symmetrisation with respect to i and j and so
on[ Note that the Green|s function and the associated P!tensors must be interpreted
as generalised functions\ with the above statements as formal de_nitions[ A numerical
scheme is outlined in Appendix B for evaluation of the P!tensors[ In the remainder
of this Appendix\ we derive the Eshelby S!tensors "A[1# in terms of the P!tensors and
then we construct the constraint tensors relating to the uniform stress and electric
_eld within an ellipsoidal cavity to the uniform strain and electric displacement[
Construction of the Eshelby S!tensors and constraint tensors for the ellipsoidal cavity
The Eshelby S!tensors\ as de_ned by "A[1# are determined by expressing "sijp \ D ip #
in terms of "sijT \ D iT #\ upon making use of "1[4b#\ written in the form
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D ic −D iT  eijk "ojkc −ojkT #¦kijo E jc

"A[8#

The result is
oo
E
uq
0 P uf
S ijkl
ijpq cpqkl ¦P qij eqkl

"A[09a#

oD
0 −P uq
S qij
qij

"A[09b#

Do
oo
Ff E
S imn
0 eijk S jkmn
−eimn ¦kito Ptpq
cpqmn ¦kito PtqFq eqmn

"A[09c#

oD
−kiqo PqtFq
S itDD 0 dit ¦eijk S tjk

"A[09d#

Following the prescription of Hill "0854a\ b#\ constraint tensors for the inclusion are
de_ned by considering an anisotropic piezoelectric matrix containing an ellipsoidal
void with the same orientation and shape as the inclusion[ The boundary of the cavity
is subjected to a traction sij nj and a potential F  −Ei xi \ where sij and Ei are
uniform[ The associated uniform strain oij and electric displacement Di in the void is
related to "sij \ Ei # by a constraint tensor according to
sij

01 $
Ei

−

D
cijkl

−hkij

−hikl

o
ik

b

okl

%0 1
Dk

"A[00#

Speci_c expressions for the constraint tensor are obtained as follows[ Consider again
the transformation of an inclusion in an in_nite matrix of identical elastic properties[
The constrained strain okl and electrical displacement Dk after transformation is
related to the stress!free transformation strain by "A[1#[ The stress and electric _eld
remote from the inclusion vanish and the _nal stress and electric _eld within the
transformed inclusion are given by
D
"okl −oklT #−hkij "Dk −D kT #
sij  cijkl

"A[01a#

Ei  −hikl "okl −oklT #¦biko "Dk −D kT #

"A[01b#

and

Now invert "A[1# in order to express "oijT \ D iT # in terms of "oij \ Di # and write
oijT

oo
T ijkl

oD
T kij

Do
T ikl

T ikDD

0 1 $
D iT



okl

%0 1
Dk

"A[02#

where the T!tensors are the inversion of the S!tensor of "A[1#[ Substitution of "A[02#
into "A[01a\b# and identi_cation of the result with "A[00# provides the desired explicit
expressions for the constraint tensors[
D
D
D
oo
Do
cijkl
 −cijkl
¦cijpq
T pqkl
−hpij T pkl
D
oD
DD
T kpq
¦hpij T pk
hkij  −hkij −cijpq

"A[03a#
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oo
o
Do
 −hkij ¦hkpq T pqij
−bkp
T pij
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"A[03b#

and
oD
DD
biko  −biko −hipq T kpq
¦bipo T pk

"A[03c#

Appendix B] Numerical scheme for evaluation of the P!tensors
A numerical scheme is outlined here to evaluate the P!tensors\ as de_ned in "A[7#[
The approach expands upon that of Ghahremani "0866# for an ellipsoidal inclusion
in an anisotropic elastic solid and gives rise to a two!dimensional integral over the
unit sphere\ in preference to the algebraically more complex one!dimensional integral
over the unit circle from a Radon transform as developed by Willis "0854#[
As the starting point\ consider the governing partial di}erential equations for the
displacement and the electric potential for a linear piezoelectric solid of constitutive
law
E
okl −ekij Ek
sij  cijkl

"B[0a#

Di  eikl okl ¦kiko Ek

"B0[b#

and

Upon making use of "1[5#Ð"1[7# and upon introducing the forward operator 1i 0 1:1xi
we have

$

E
cijkl
1l 1j

ekij 1k 1j

ejki 1i 1j

o
ij

−k 1i 1j

uk

fi

%0 1 0 1
F

¦

−q

9

"B[1#

with vanishing "ui\ F# at in_nity[ Our strategy is to solve for "ui\ F#\ for a given
distribution of body force fi  sijp nj and q  −D ip ni on the surface of an ellipsoidal
inclusion of unit outward normal n\ for the case where the piezoelectric properties of
the inclusion equal those of the medium[ Formulae for "sijp \ D ip # have already been
speci_ed by "A[3#[
The Green|s function associated with "B[1# satis_es the self!adjoint equations

$

E
cijkl
1l 1j

ekij 1k 1j

ejki 1i 1j

−kijo 1i 1j

%$

G uf
kp "x−x?#

GkFf "x−x?#

G uq
p "x−x?#

G Fq "x−x?#
¦

%

dip d"x−x?#

9

9

−d"x−x?#

$

%

9

with the Green|s functions vanishing at in_nity[ Linear superposition gives

"B[2#
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ui "x# 

g

uq
ðG uf
ip "x−x?# fp "x?#¦G i "x−x?#q"x?#Ł dV?

"B[3a#

g

ðGiFf "x−x?# fi "x?#¦G Fq "x−x?#q"x?#Ł dV?

"B[3b#

V?

and
F"x# 

V?

as the desired solution[ In the Eshelby inclusion problem "step "iii# detailed in Appen!
dix A#\ we seek the displacement and electric potential due to a distribution of surface
forces fi  sijp nj and surface charges q  −D ip ni on the surface of the ellipsoidal
inclusion[ Consequently\ the volume integrals of "B[3a\b# are replaced by surface
integrals over the inclusion\ as given in "A[4a\b# and "A[5a\b#[ The uniform strain
and electric _eld within the inclusion follows as "A[6#\ with the P!tensors expressed
in terms of derivatives of the Green|s function via "A[7#[ These expressions for the P!
tensors are evaluated numerically by taking the Fourier transforms of the Green|s
functions as follows[
For a later reduction\ we change variables from xi to the scaled coordinates
"B[4#

x0 : x¹0 0 x0 :a x1 : x¹1 0 x1 :b x2 : x¹2 0 x2 :c

uf
Now let G
Þuf
¹ #  G uf
ip "x
ip "x# and de_ne Gip "k# as the three!dimensional Fourier transform
uf
of G
Þip "x¹#\ so that

Guf
ip "k# 0

g

Þ\G
ðe−ik=x¹ G
Þuf
Þuf
¹ #Ł dV
¹# 0
ip "x
ip "x

−

g

0



7p2



ðeik=x¹ Guf
ip "k#Ł dVk

"B[5a#

−

ÞiFf "x¹#  GiFf "x#\ G
Þuq
In identical fashion\ we take G
and
¹ #  G uq
i "x
i "x#
Fq
Fq
Ff
uq
Fq
G
Þ "x¹#  G "x# and de_ne "Gi "k#\ Gi "k#\ G "k## as the three!dimensional Fourier
transforms of "G
ÞiFf "x¹#\ G
Þuq
ÞFq "x¹##\ respectively\ giving
¹ #\ G
i "x
GiFf "k# 0

g



g



ðe−ik=x¹ G
Þ\G
ÞiFf "x¹#Ł dV
ÞiFf "x¹# 0

−

Guq
i "k# 0

Þ\G
ðe−ik=x¹ G
Þuq
Þuq
¹ #Ł dV
¹# 0
i "x
i "x

−

GFq "k# 0

g

0
2

7p
0

7p2



−

Þ\G
ðe−ik=x¹ G
ÞFq "x¹#Ł dV
ÞFq "x¹# 0

g



ðeik=x¹ GiFf "k#Ł dVk

"B[5b#

ðeik=x¹ Guq
i "k#Ł dVk

"B[5c#

−

g

0
7p2



−

g



ðeik=x¹ GFq "k#Ł dVk

"B[5d#

−

Explicit formulae for the Fourier transforms of the Green|s functions are obtained
by taking Fourier transforms of "B[2#\ viz
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"abc#

$

E
cijkl
Ql Qj

ekij Qk Qj
o
ij

k Qi Qj

−ejki Qi Qj

%$

Guf
kp

GkFf

uq
p

Fq

G

G

% $


dip

9

9

0

%
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"B[6#

where
Qi 0 Cij kj

and

2

"Cij # 0

0:a

9

9

9

0:b

9

9

9

0:c

3

"B[7#

Thus\ for any value of k the Fourier transforms are obtained by inversion of "B[6#[
Upon making use of the inversion formulae "B[5aÐd# for the Fourier transforms of
the Green|s functions\ the P!tensors de_ned in "A[7aÐd# can be written in terms of
Þ as
integrals over the unit sphere V
P uf
ijpq 

P uq
qij 

Ff
Pipq


"abc#
7p2

g g g
g g g
g g g
Þ
dV
Þ
V
V
Þ

7p

2

7p

"B[8a#

dVk ðeik="x¹−x¹?# Guq
i "k#Qj Qq Ł "i\j#

"B[8b#

dVk ðeik="x¹−x¹?# GpFf "k#Qi Qq Ł "p\q#

"B[8c#



Þ?
dV

−

V
Þ?

Þ
dV
V
Þ
V
Þ

−"abc#

dVk ðeik="x¹−x¹?# Guf
ip "k#Qj Qq Ł "i\j#"p\q#

−

V
Þ?

dV
Þ
V
V
Þ Þ

−"abc#
2



dV
Þ?



dV
Þ?

−

V
Þ?

and
PiqFq 

"abc#
7p2

g g g
dV
Þ
Þ
V
Þ V



dVk ðeik="x¹−x¹?# GFq "k#Qi Qq Ł

Þ?
dV

"B[8d#

−

V
Þ?

The above integrals simplify considerably\ upon noting that the integrands are homo!
geneous and of degree zero in k and so depend only upon the direction of k[ We
introduce the spherical coordinate system "k\ u\ f#\ write dVk  k1 sin u dk du df and
recall the identity

g



dkk1

9

g g
dV
Þ
Þ
V
V
Þ

dV
Þ? eik="x¹−x¹?#  1p1

"B[09#

V
Þ?

Thence\ "B[8aÐd# reduce to
P uf
ijpq 

P uq
qij 

Ff

Pipq

"abc#
3p

g

p

du sin u

9

−"abc#
3p
−"abc#
3p

g

1p

dfðGuf
ip "k#Qj Qq Ł "i\j#"p\q#

"B[00a#

9

g
g

p

du sin u

9

dfðGuq
i "k#Qj Qq Ł "i\j#

"B[00b#

dfðGpFf "k#Qi Qq Ł "p\q#

"B[00c#

9

p

9

g
g

1p

du sin u

1p

9
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PiqFq 

"abc#
3p

g

p

9

du sin u

g

1p

dfðGFq "k#Qi Qq Ł

"B[00d#

9

These integrals are evaluated by Gaussian quadrature along the lines discussed by
Ghahremani "0866#[
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